Ferromagnetic behaviour has been observed experimentally for the first time in nanostructured Manganese. Ultrathin (∼ 0.6 nm) Manganese nanosheets have been synthesized inside the two dimensional channels of sol-gel derived Na-4 mica. The magnetic properties of the confined system are measured within 2K-300K temperature range. The confined structure is found to show a ferromagnetic behaviour with a nonzero coercivity value. The coercivity value remains positive throughout the entire temperature range of measurement. The experimental variation of susceptibility as a function of temperature has been satisfactorily explained on the basis of a two dimensional system with a Heisenberg Hamiltonian involving direct exchange interaction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Manganese (Mn) is probably one of the most important dopants for semiconductors for creating ferromagnetic response [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, dilute solution of Mn based systems has wide variety of magnetic properties 8, 9 . However, Mn by itself is not ferromagnetic even though Mn is a'd'shell based transition metal in its bulk form which provokes fundamental question about its ground state which is still not very clearly understood.
Unique properties of manganese among the first row transition metal elements as atoms, cluster or crystal arise probably due to its atomic configuration. Manganese has exactly half filled 3d orbital and fully filled 4s orbital 3d 5 4s 2 as electronic configuration. were dissolved in ethanol, and then the solution was stirred vigorously for 1 hour to have a homogeneous mixture. To this 1.291 cc of TEOS was added to achieve the target composition. 0.1 N nitric acid was added as a catalyst. This solution was stirred for 3 hours and placed in an air oven at 333K for 3 days. The dried gel was crushed and calcined at 748K for 12 hours. Equal amount of gel powder and crystalline sodium fluoride (NaF) were mixed thoroughly and heated at 1163K for 18 hours in a platinum crucible under ordinary atmosphere. This was needed for the dissolution of the gel in NaF. The reaction product was washed thoroughly with saturated boric acid several times to remove the water insoluble fluoride salts. The powder was then washed again with 1M NaCl solution 3 times in order to completely saturate all exchange sites with Na + ions. The resultant product was then washed with deionized water several times, and dried at 333K in an air oven, to obtain pure Na-4 mica powder.
The unit cell of Na-4 mica has layered structure with interlayer spacing of 0.6nm [32] [33] [34] The height profile of the nanosheets were obtained by etching the composite powder in 10% HF aqueous solution for 4 days and dispersed on freshly cleaved atomically flat mica (supplied by SPI,USA) surface. A typical profile is shown in Fig.3 . The heights measured are either 0.6nm or its integral multiple which confirms that the manganese nanosheets have indeed grown within the nano channels of Na-4 mica structure. The AFM images gave a thickness value equal to the thickness of interlayer space in Na-4 mica reported in the literature [32] [33] [34] . These facts lead us to conclude that the original films were not thicker than 0.6 nm and hence dissolution of Manganese during etching did not take place. K. Fig.4 shows the variation of magnetization as a function of temperature measured at an applied magnetic field 5 mT under both zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC)
conditions. The absence of any local maxima in the ZFC magnetization -temperature curve indicates ferromagnetic coupling between the spins. This is borne out by the magnetization -magnetic field hysteresis curve measured at 2 K, which is shown in Fig.5 . In the inset of a nonzero coercivity value (∼ 60 Oe). The magnetization -magnetic field hysteresis curve for the composite at 300K is also shown in Fig.6 . A finite coercivity present here (as observed from the inset) also indicates a ferromagnetic behaviour even at the room temperature.
The saturation magnetization was not achieved even at maximum field, indicating all spins can not become parallel to the magnetic field due to the thermal energy. Fig.7 shows the magnetization as a function of magnetic field in the case of pure Na-4 mica,which shows a diamagnetic characteristic. We have presented our results after subtracting this contribution.
As regards the Curie temperature of the ultrathin Mn films we believe this to be above room temperature in view of the fact that at room temperature a magnetic hysteresis was
observed. The precise nature of size effect on the magnetic behaviour can not be inferred from our experimental data because the latter pertain to only one thickness value of Mn nanosheet viz;0.6nm. Also, the EDAX data (measured in Field emission scanning electron microscope (JEOL JSM-6700F).),in Fig.8 show that there is no magnetic impurity present in the nanocomposite under investigation. The EDAX data show that the amount of oxygen atoms present is just sufficient to fulfill the stoichiometric needs of Aluminium,Magnesium, and Silicon present in the Na-4 mica phase. Hence, it can be safely concluded that there is no possibility of formation of oxides of manganese in our system. This is also consistent with the fact that Mn was formed by subjecting it to reduction treatment at 675 K.
In order to find out the possible origin of this ferromagnetism, out of two exchange in- netic centres, and stick to direct exchange interaction 20, 21 . We have applied Heisenberg
based variation of susceptibility with temperature for a two dimensional ferromagnet 37 , with
where J is exchange coupling constant, S is spin quantum number, k B is Boltzman con- A previous theoretical investigation did arrive at the conclusion that monolayers and bilayers of Mn grown on tungsten (100) plane have a ferromagnetic ground state 38 . Consid-ering the thickness of 0.6 nm for our manganese films, our experimental results on their ferromagnetic behaviour is consistent with the above mentioned theoretical calculations. Also theoretical prediction shows that the obtained interatomic distance of manganese atoms ensures ferromagnetic response 15 .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary,we have synthesized manganese nanosheets of thickness 0.6 nm in the nanochannels of the layered Na-4 mica by a simple process. These nanosheets are made up of nanodiscs of size of about 70-150 nm. The nanodiscs consist of (200) planes of Mn,aligned parallel to the nanochannel itself,which was confirmed both by x-ray diffraction and selected area electron diffraction experiments. This confined Mn shows ferromagnetic behaviour in its ultrathin configuration as is evident from the magnetic measurements.Calculation of magnetic susceptibility variation as a function of temperature on the basis of Heisenberg ferromagnetic model involving direct exchange interaction, matches the experimental data satisfactorily.
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